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his lips, shook his head slightly, perhaps a bit sympathetically, as he

considered the woman. "She’ll die before she gives you any

information." Vader’s reply was chilling in its indifference. "Leave

that to me." He considered a moment, then went on. "Send out a

wide-band distress signal. Indicate that the Senator’s ship

encountered an unexpected meteorite cluster it could not avoid.

Readings indicate that the shift shields were overridden and the ship

was hulled to the point of vacating ninety-five percent of its

atmosphere. Inform her father and the Senate that all aboard were

killed." A cluster of tired-looking troops marched purposefully up to

their Commander and the Dark Lord. Vader eyed them expectantly.

"The data tapes in question are not aboard the ship. There is no

valuable information in the ship’s storage banks and no evidence of

bank erasure," the officer in charge recited mechanically. "Nor were

any transmissions directed outward from the ship from the time we

made contact. A malfunctioning lifeboat pod was ejected during the

fighting, but it was confirmed at the time that no life forms were on

board." Vader appeared thoughtful. "It could have been a

malfunctioning pod," he mused, "That might also have contained the

tapes. Tapes are not life forms. In all probability any native finding

them would be ignorant of their importance and would likely clear

them for his own use. Still⋯" "Send down a detachment to retrieve



them, or to make certain they are not in the pod," he finally ordered

the Commander and attentive officer. "Be as subtle as possible. there

is no need to attract attention, even on this miserable outpost world."

As the officer and troops departed, Vader turned his gaze back to the

Commander. "Vaporize this fighterwe don’t want to leave

anything. As for the pod, I cannot take the chance it was a simple

malfunction. The data it might contain could prove too damaging.

See to this personally, Commander. If those data tapes exist, they

must be retrieved or destroyed at all costs." Then he added with

satisfaction, "With that accomplished and the Senator in our hands,

we will see the end of this absurd rebellion." "It shall be as you direct,

Lord Vader," the Commander acknowledged. Both men entered the

accessway to the cruiser. "What a forsaken place this is!" Threepio

turned cautiously to look back at where the pod lay half buried in

sand. His internal gyros were still unsteady from the rough landing.

Landing! Mere application of the term unduly flattered his dull

associate. On the other hand, he supposed he ought to be grateful

they had come down in one piece. Although, he mused as he studied

the barren landscape, he still wasn’t sure they were better off here

than they would have been had they remained on the captured

cruiser. High sandstone mesas dominated the skyline to one side.

Every other direction showed only endless series of marching dunes

like long yellow teeth stretching for kilometer on kilometer into the

distance. Sand ocean blended into sky- glare until it was impossible

to distinguish where one ended and the other began. 100Test 下载频
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